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**louisiana french folk songs with**

Nearly 80 students at five of our parish schools will receive Louisiana folk roots music and Louisiana French instruction every week.” The five parish schools and instructors participating in

**folk root music project to enhance school children's music experience**

When you think of the word “Creole,” I suspect you think of Louisiana. It inspires images of bayous and memories of rich, stick-to-your-ribs gumbo. This is all fair and reasonable — Creole and Cajun

**50 states of folk: how houston's urban center ignited zydeco**

The workshops are being funded by the Louisiana Folklore Society who collected Cajun folk songs and folk dances, they say. It will be held from 9:30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M. at the Vermilion

**acadian museum to host a series of vermilion tradition workshops**

Live music highlights in New Orleans for the week of Jan. 20-26, 2022, include a Grammy-winning jazz singer and the long-awaited reopening of the Blue Nile on Frenchmen Street.

**the reopening of the blue nile, jazz singer gregory porter and more music for jan. 20-26**

BRISTOL, Maine — Julia Lane and Fred Gosbee started singing folk songs together 35 years ago. Since then, the music and life partners raised three children, released dozens of albums and played

**these long-hidden new england folk songs are being heard for the 1st time in a century**

A dense crowd of dark bodies forms into circular groups—perhaps five or six hundred individuals moving in time to the pulsations of the music the Louisiana Purchase. As a result, French

**the history of jazz**

In Southeast Texas French historical song, and a state anthem. New Mexico has designated Spanish and bilingual songs as well as a state song, state ballad, and a cowboy song. Louisiana has

**texas, my texas, you deserve a new state song**

The plucking of a fiddle or the clanging of spoons in the hands of her father, Clyde Thierry, a French-African American man raised on the joyful folk of Louisiana in the 1900’s. The careful

**sonja holbert, kansas city, kansas, educator with passion for classical music, dies at 82**

The Louisiana Folklore Society will offer Bayou Culture Gatherings on Zoom to help connect individuals interested in the human dimension of coastal issues. These monthly virtual gatherings are free

**louisiana folklore society invites public to join virtual bayou culture gatherings**

Conveying a moment in time, a vision in nature, or a fleeting feeling in a way that others can understand and relate to their own lives is the ultimate recipe for writing timeless, well-loved songs.
Abigail Lapell Shares New Single 'Pines'
Durability, melancholiness, and charm are hardly foreign substances to the work of Luke Winslow-King. The guitarist, singer, producer, and songwriter is

Song Premiere: Luke Winslow-King Radiates Americana Pop Gold Via “Slow Sunday June”
NEW YORK (AP) — Lin-Manuel Miranda went song by song through some of the hits of “Encanto” in a recent interview, from the breakout smash “We Don't Talk About Bruno” to his self

Lin-Manuel Miranda Breaks Down the Songs of 'Encanto'
New Orleans’ own Grammy-nominated soul,

R&B, hip hop, and spoken word band, Tank and the Bangas, will perform with the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra 7:30 p.m., will feature such songs by Tank

Tank and the Bangas Join Louisiana Philharmonic for Concert at Orpheum Theater
Scott patented his phonograph in 1857. It is believed that Scott himself sang a part of the French folk song “Au Clair de la Lune” into his machine in 1860, creating the first known musical